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Section	1:		Introduction	
The	aim	of	this	workshop	is	to	provide	support	for	teaching	aspects	of	the	Term	2	EFAL	
curriculum	in	the	FET	Phase	as	set	out	in	the	CAPS,	the	ATPs	and	the	Trackers.	The	topics	to	
be	addressed	are	shown	in	the	programme	below,	but	facilitators	and	participants	are	
welcome	to	spend	more	or	less	time	on	each	topic,	according	to	their	interests	and	needs.	
	
Section	
No.		

	
Topic	

	
Time	

1	 Introduction	to	workshop		 5	mins	
2.		 Teaching	aspects	of	visual	literacy		 60	
3	 Teaching	reading	comprehension	strategies;	integrating	aspects	of	

LSC	with	reading	comprehension;	designing	reading	comprehension	
questions	at	a	range	of	cognitive	levels	

75	mins	

4	 Teaching	poetry	 70	mins	
5	 Teaching	two	genres	of	writing:	

(i)	an	amusing	personal	recount	(Grade	10);		
(ii)	a	factual	description	of	a	place	of	interest	(Grade	11);	integrating	
aspects	of	LSC	with	teaching	writing		

55	mins	

6	 Implications	for	teaching,	of	the	various	components	of	the	FET	EFAL	
curriculum,	of	test	and	examination	requirements	components	and	of	
the	mark	allocation	for	each	component.		

20	mins	

7	 Reflections	on	the	workshop	and	suggestions	for	future	workshops		 15	mins	
	 Total	working	time:		 5	hours	
	
Section	2:		Teaching	aspects	of	critical	language	awareness	and	critical	visual	
literacy	(60	mins)	
In	Term	2,	Grade	10	learners	are	expected	to	‘read	for	critical	awareness	a	visual	text’	
and	Grade	11	learners	are	expected	to	‘read	for	critical	awareness’.	For	this	two-part	activity	
there	are	two	text	(Texts	1	and	2	in	the	Resources	pack).		
	
What	is	involved	in	reading	for	critical	awareness?	The	designers	of	texts	(text	makers)	use	
words	and	images	to	position	readers	to	respond	to	these	texts	in	particular	ways.		Such	
positions	can	be	uncritically	accepted,	critically	accepted	or	critically	rejected	by	readers.	In	
order	to	read	words	and	images	and	the	relationship	between	words	and	images,	critically,	
learners	need	guidance	from	their	teachers.		They	need	guidance	in	identifying	and	
understanding	the	effects	of	the	text	makers’	grammatical	choices:	present,	past	or	future	
tense,	pronoun	choices,	choices	of	adverbs	and	adjectives,	sequencing	of	information,	
choice	of	punctuation,	etc.	They	also	need	guidance	in	understanding	visual	choices:	who	or	
what	is	included	in	or	excluded	from	the	image,	how	are	people,	places	or	things	
represented,	how	do	colour,	fonts	and	layout	help	to	position	readers	in	particular	ways?				
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ACTIVITY	2A.		(30	mins)	
Study	Text	1	(a	poster)	in	the	Resources	pack	and	then	discuss	these	questions	with	a	
partner:	
(i)	What	is	the	skull	and	crossbones	shown	in	the	poster	usually	associated	with?	
(ii)	In	this	poster,	of	what	is	the	skull	and	crossbones	constructed?	
(iii)	Suggest	why	the	designer	of	the	poster	used	this	item	to	make	the	skull	and	crossbones.				
(iv)	What	does	the	expression	‘travel	in	packs’	usually	describe?		
(v)	Comment	on	the	effect	of	the	poster	designer’s	sentence:	Cigarettes	are	killers	that		
								travel	in	packs.			
(vi)	The	blurred	writing	at	the	bottom	of	the	poster,	reproduced	in	the	text	box,	is	a		
							command:	Quit	smoking	–	no	ifs,	ands	or	butts.		Suggest	why	butts	has	been	written				
							with	two	‘t’s.	
(vii)	Immediately	above	this	command	is	a	cigarette	surrounded	by	a	circle	with	a	line		
								through	it.		Suggest	why	the	designer	of	the	poster	has	included	this	visual	element	in		
								the	poster.		
(viii)	After	answering	these	questions,	decide	whether	you	would	consider	using	this	poster		
									to	teach	aspects	of	critical	language	awareness	and	critical	visual	literacy	
	
ACTIVITY	2B.	(25-30	mins)	
The	skull	and	crossbones	text	would	probably	be	considered	too	controversial	for	use	as	
an	examination	text	so	Text	2	in	the	Resources	Pack	is	a	less	controversial	one	that	could	
still	be	used	for		critical	visual	awareness	and	critical	visual	literacy.		
	
Study	Text	2	in	the	Resources	pack	and	then	discuss	these	questions	with	a	partner:	
(i)			What	makes	the	words	‘Child	Welfare’	particularly	noticeable	(makes	the	words	stand	
out)	on	the	poster?	
(ii)		Suggest	why	the	Child	Welfare	organisation	would	want	these	words	to	stand	out.	
(iii)	In	this	poster	the	word	bloom	has	two	meanings:	(a)	a	bloom	–	a	flower	(noun);	to	
bloom	(	verb)		–	to	flourish,	be	happy,	be	excited,	do	very	well.		Explain	why	both	meanings	
are	relevant	to	the	poster.	
(iv)	What	do	the	words	‘bloom	for	our	children’	suggest	about	how	people	will	feel	if	they	
donate	money	to	Child	Welfare?	
(v)		Who	are	‘our	children’?	What	might	readers	think	is	the	answer	to	this	question	when	
they	look	at	the	child	playing	in	a	field	of	flowers?			
(vi)	The	small	print	at	the	bottom,	reproduced	in	the	text	box,	states	‘Please	visit	
www.childwelfaresa.org.za	to	become	involved	and	see	what	we	are	up	to.’			Suggest	why	
‘to	become	involved’	appears	before	‘see	what	we	are	up	to’	rather	than	afterwards.	
(vii)	After	answering	these	questions,	decide	whether	you	would	consider	using	this	poster		
							to	teach	aspects	of	critical	language	awareness	an	critical	visual	literacy	
	
***************************************************************************	
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Section	3:	Teaching	reading	comprehension	strategies;	integrating	aspects	of	
LSC	with	reading	comprehension;	designing	reading	comprehension	
questions	at	a	range	of	cognitive	levels		(75	mins)	
	
Part	1:	Teaching	reading	strategies.		(40	mins)	
	
ACTIVITY	3.1	
Read	the	information	in	the	table	below	and	refer	to	the	article,	How	to	become	a	
confident	teenager,	that	follows	it	and	to	the	photograph	which	appears	as	Text	3	in	the	
Resource	Pack.		With	a	partner,	use	the	text	to	write	one	question	or	activity	that	would	encourage	
learners	to	use	processes	1	to	6	in	the	table.		Remember	that	the	photograph	is	part	of	the	text.																														

	
Processes	Characteristic	of	Proficient	Readers	
Make	Connections	to		
Prior	Knowledge	

Reading	comprehension	results	when	readers	can	match	what	they	
already	know	(their	schema)	with	new	information	and	ideas	in	a	text.	
Proficient	readers	activate	prior	knowledge	before,	during	and	after	
reading,	and	they	constantly	evaluate	how	a	text	enhances	or	alters	their	
previous	understandings.	

Generate	Questions		 Comprehension	is,	to	a	significant	degree,	a	process	of	inquiry.	Proficient	
readers	pose	questions	to	themselves	as	they	read.	Asking	questions	is	
the	art	of	carrying	on	an	inner	conversation	with	an	author,	as	well	as	an	
internal	dialogue	with	one’s	self.		

Visualize	and	Create	
Sensory	Mental	
Images	
		

Comprehension	involves	breathing	life	experiences	into	the	abstract	
language	of	written	texts.	Proficient	readers	use	visual,	auditory	and	
other	sensory	connections	to	create	mental	images	of	an	author’s	
message.		

Make	Inferences	 Much	of	what	is	to	be	understood	in	a	text	must	be	inferred.	Authors	
rely	on	readers	to	contribute	to	a	text’s	meaning	by	linking	their	
background	knowledge	to	information	in	the	text.	In	addition	to	
acknowledging	explicitly	stated	messages,	proficient	readers	read	
between	the	lines	to	discern	implicit	meanings,	make	predictions,	and	
read	with	a	critical	eye.		

Determine	
Importance	

Our	memories	quickly	overload	unless	we	can	pare	down	a	text	to	its	
essential	ideas.	Texts	contain	key	ideas	and	concepts	amid	much	
background	detail.	Proficient	readers	strive	to	differentiate	key	ideas,	
themes	and	information	from	details	so	that	they	are	not	overwhelmed	
by	facts.	

Synthesize	 Proficient	readers	glean	the	essence	of	a	text	(determine	importance)	
and	organise	these	ideas	into	coherent	summaries	of	meaning.	Effective	
comprehension	leads	to	new	learning	and	the	development	of	new	
schema	(background	knowledge).	Proficient	readers	make	evaluations,	
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construct	generalisations	and	draw	conclusions	from	a	text.	
Monitor	Reading	and	
Apply	Fix-Up	
Strategies	

Proficient	readers	watch	themselves	as	they	read	and	expect	to	make	
adjustments	in	their	strategies	to	ensure	that	they	are	able	to	achieve	a	
satisfactory	understanding	of	a	text.				

(Buehl,	D.	2011.	Developing	Readers	in	the	Academic	Disciplines.	Newark:	International	Reading	
Association.	p.	35)	
	

How	to	become	a	confident	teenager	(Note	that	the	photograph	which	was	placed	
under	the	heading	is	Text	3	in	the	Resource	Pack)	
	
Confident	people	have	strong	self-esteem.	Self-esteem	means	feeling	good	about	ourselves	no	
matter	what	is	going	on	around	us.	We	are	all	born	with	self-confidence	but	often	we	lose	a	lot	of	it	
as	we	grow	up.	If	people	keep	telling	children	they	are	stupid,	badly	behaved	or	fat,	they	will	begin	
to	believe	that	they	fit	the	description.	But	self-esteem	is	not	something	that	you	either	have	or	
don’t	have.	Some	of	us	feel	good	about	one	area	of	our	lives	while	we	lack	self-esteem	in	others.	For	
example,	you	might	be	an	excellent	soccer	player,	so	in	that	area	you	have	a	lot	of	confidence,	but	
when	it	comes	to	standing	up	in	class	and	reading	aloud,	you	have	no	confidence	at	all.		You	might	
also	be	surprised	to	know	that	people	who	seem	confident	are	often	quite	shy.	They	have	learnt	
how	to	hide	their	shyness	and	appear	more	confident	than	they	feel.	
	
There	is	a	saying,	‘What	you	believe,	you	achieve.’	In	other	words,	if	you	believe	you	are	able	to	do	
things	in	life	you	WILL	be	an	achiever.	The	trouble	is,	we	generally	believe	the	bad	things	people	say	
about	us	and	ignore	the	good.	What	we	have	to	do	is	think	about	all	the	positive	things	we	know	
about	ourselves.	If	you	think	about	yourself	as	a	failure,	you	may	become	a	failure.	Here	are	some	
simple	exercises	you	can	do:			

• Find	out	what	you	CAN	already	do	instead	of	worrying	about	what	you	can’t	do.	Make	a	list.	
For	example:	ride	a	bike,	sing	in	a	choir,	be	a	good	friend.	You	will	be	surprised	at	how	much	
you	can	do.		

• Keep	a	record	of	success.	At	the	end	of	every	day	write	down	little	things	that	have	gone	
well	for	you.	For	example:	got	ready	for	school	without	my	mother	having	to	nag	me,	got	
good	marks	for	a	maths	test,	helped	my	brother	with	his	homework,	did	not	fight	with	my	
brother.	Every	time	you	have	done	something	well,	finished	something,	solved	a	problem	or	
made	a	decision,	you	have	succeeded.	

• Don’t	try	to	be	perfect.	This	is	impossible,	so	you’re	wasting	your	time.	Rather	be	the	best	
YOU	can	be.	If	you	are	shy	and	think	you	lack	confidence,	write	down	five	things	you	don’t	
like	about	yourself	or	that	you	think	other	people	don’t	like	about	you.	For	example:	I	am	fat	
or	I	am	not	clever,	and	rewrite	them	in	a	positive	way.	Instead	of	I	am	fat,	say	I	am	a	little	bit	
overweight	but	I	am	a	good	friend.	Instead	of	I	am	not	clever,	say	I	could	do	better	at	school	
but	I	am	a	good	netball	player.	By	telling	yourself	that	you	are	doing	your	best	and	that	you	
are	a	success	in	life,	you	will	be	a	success.		

					GOOD	LUCK!				
	(Slightly	adapted,	and	with	a	new	photograph	added,	from	Smart	Talk,	Focus	on	English	Grade	10,	p.	
3)		
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Part	2:		Integrating	aspects	of	LSC	with	reading	comprehension	(10	mins)	
	
ACTIVITY	3.2	
Look	at	what	is	listed	under	LSC	for	Terms	2	EFAL	for	Grades	10	and	11.	With	a	partner,	
decide	on	two	items	from	the	list	that	you	could	teach	by	using	the	How	to	become	a	
confident	teenager	text.		
	

o For	Grade	10	the	list	includes	conjunctions,	concord,	logical	connectors,	revision	of	
prepositions,	conditional	sentences,	vocabulary.	

o For	Grade	11	the	list	includes	revision	of	prepositions,	adjectives,	concord,	paragraph	
structure,	vocabulary.	

	
Part	3:		Asking	questions	at	a	range	of	cognitive	levels	(25	mins)	
	As	explained	in	the	Trackers,	teachers	are	expected	to	ask	reading	comprehension	questions	at	a	
range	of	cognitive	levels	in	order	to	assess	curriculum	coverage.	Have	learners	learned	what	you	
have	taught	at	the	level	required	for	the	topic	and	grade?		
	
ACTIVITY	3.3	
With	a	partner,	use	the	same	text	(including	the	photograph)	to	write	one	example	of	each	of	the	
following	questions	and	also	write	the	answer	you	would	expect:	

Level	1	Literal	comprehension	
Level	2	Reorganisation	
Level	3	Inference	
Level	4	Evaluation	

	
***************************************************************************	
Section	4:	Teaching	poetry	in	Grade	10	(Mending	Wall)	and	Grade	11	(The	
Call)	(75	mins)	Choose	either	the	Grade	10	(Activity	2A)	or	the	Grade	11	poem	(Activity	2B).		
	
ACTIVITY	4A	
Read	the	poem	Mending	Wall	and	the	suggestions	for	teaching	activities	that	follow	it.	
With	a	partner,	discuss	which	of	these	activities	would	be	helpful	to	the	learners	whom	
you	teach	and	why.		
	
Mending	Wall	by	Robert	Frost	
Something	there	is	that	doesn’t	love	a	wall,	
That	sends	the	frozen-ground-swell	under	it	
And	spills	the	upper	boulders	in	the	sun,	
And	makes	gaps	even	two	can	pass	abreast.	
The	work	of	hunters	is	another	thing:	
I	have	come	after	them	and	made	repair	
Where	they	have	left	not	one	stone	on	a	stone,	
But	they	would	have	the	rabbit	out	of	hiding,	
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To	please	the	yelping	dogs.	The	gaps	I	mean,	
No	one	has	seen	them	made	or	heard	them	made,	
But	at	spring	mending	time	we	find	them	there.	
I	let	my	neighbour	know	beyond	the	hill;	
And	on	a	day	we	meet	to	walk	the	line	
And	set	the	wall	between	us	once	again.	
We	keep	the	wall	between	us	as	we	go.	
To	each	the	boulders	that	have	fallen	to	each.	
And	some	are	loaves	and	some	so	nearly	balls	
We	have	to	use	a	spell	to	make	them	balance:	
‘Stay	where	you	are	until	our	backs	are	turned!’	
We	wear	our	fingers	rough	with	handling	them.	
Oh,	just	another	kind	of	outdoor	game,	
One	on	a	side.	It	comes	to	little	more:	
There	where	it	is	we	do	not	need	a	wall:	
He	is	all	pine	and	I	am	apple	orchard.	
My	apple	trees	will	never	get	across	
And	eat	the	cones	under	his	pines,	I	tell	him.	
He	only	says,	‘Good	fences	make	good	neighbours.’	
Spring	is	the	mischief	in	me,	and	I	wonder	
If	I	could	put	a	notion	in	his	head:	
‘Why	do	they	make	good	neighbours?	Isn’t	it	
Where	there	are	cows?	But	here	there	are	no	cows.	
Before	I	built	a	wall	I’d	ask	to	know	
What	I	was	walling	in	or	walling	out,	
And	to	whom	I	was	like	to	give	offense.	
Something	there	is	that	doesn’t	love	a	wall,		
That	wants	it	down.’		I	could	say	‘Elves’	to	him,	
But	it’s	not	elves	exactly,	and	I’d	rather	
He	said	it	for	himself.	I	see	him	there,	
Bringing	a	stone	grasped	firmly	by	the	top		
In	each	hand,	like	an	old-stone	savage	armed.	
He	moves	in	darkness	as	it	seems	to	me,	
Not	of	wood	only	and	the	shade	of	trees.	
He	will	not	go	beyond	his	father’s	saying.	
And	he	likes	having	thought	of	it	so	well	
He	says	again,	‘Good	fences	make	good	neighbours.’		
	
		
Possible	teaching	and	learning	activities	
	
Pre-reading	activities	
1.	Give	learners	some	background	information	about	the	poet	and	the	context	in	which	the	poem	
was	written.		Robert	Frost	(1874-1963)	was	an	American	poet,	teacher		and	farmer.	Much	of	his	
poetry	describes	the	farming	people	whom	he	knew	and	loved	but	it	also	appealed	to	a	broader	
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readership	for	what	is	sometimes	described	as	its	‘folk	wisdom’	or	‘homespun	philosophy.	A	friend	
described	him	as	‘a	profoundly	pessimistic	man	with	a	great	zest	for	life’.	This	description	sounds	
contradictory	but	he	was	a	man	who	experienced	much	sadness	in	his	life,	including		the	deaths	of	
four	of	his	six	children	while	they	were	young	yet	he	carried	on	writing	and	farming.	
					
2.	Ask	learners	to	work	with	a	partner	to	make	a	list	of	all	the	reasons	they	can	think	of	for	building	
fences.	Then	have	a	short	whole	class	discussion	of	their	responses.	(In	Soweto,	and	perhaps	
elsewhere,	people	call	a	strong	fence	around	their	homes	a	‘stop	nonsense’	because	it	protects	them	
and	their	possessions.)	
	
While-reading	activity	
3.	(Before	the	first	lesson	on	the	poem,	practise	reading	it	aloud).	Then	read	it	to	learners,	asking	
them	to	follow	your	reading	in	their	copy	of	the	poem	and	to	note	any	questions	they	have	about	
word	meanings,	sense	of	the	poem.	Learners	could	also	note	any	similarities	to	and	differences		from	
the	reasons	they	gave	for	building	fences.		
	
Post-reading	activities	
4.	To	help	learners	to	get	an	overview	of	the	poem,	write	this	summary	on	the	chalkboard	and	ask	
them	to	fill	in	the	gaps.	The	answers	have	been	provided	in	brackets	but,	obviously,	would	not	be	
written	on	the	board	until	you	are	checking	their	responses.	
	
The	speaker	is	a	___________________.	(Answer:	farmer	/	landowner).	The	poem	describes	how,	
when	the	frozen	ground	thaws	in	the	Spring,	he	and	his	_______________	(Answer:	neighbour)	
repair	the	__________________	(Answer:	stone	wall	/	stone	fence)	between	their	properties.	The	
speaker	feels	that	some	force	does	not	want	the	wall	to	exist	because	gaps	keep	appearing	in	it.	He	
wonders	whether	it	is	worth	having	a	wall	because	on	the	one	side	there	are	____________	
(Answer:	pine	trees)	and	on	the	other	_______________	(Answer:	apple	trees).	There	are	no	
___________	(Answer:	animals	/	cows)	to	keep	in	or	out.	However,	the	other	man	does	not	question	
the	wall	and	just	says	‘Good	fences	make	good	neighbours.’		In	his	view,	when	people’s	
_____________	(Answer:	territories	/	boundaries)	are	clearly	marked,	they	will	get	on	with	each	
other	more	easily.	
	
5.	The	summary	is	a	literal	one.	Ask	learners	to	suggest	what	else	the	poet	is	suggesting	about	walls.	
In	other	words,	what	is	the	theme	of	the	poem?		(Answer:	The	poet	is	concerned	about	the	invisible	
yet	real	walls	and	barriers	that	people	erect	between	themselves	and	others.)		After	they	have	
worked	out	the	theme	with	your	assistance,	ask	them	for	examples	of	walls	and	barriers	that	affect	
their	own	lives	and	those	of	their	families.	
	
6.	Having	established	the	theme,	ask	learners	to	draw	what	the	poem	makes	them	think	of.	Refer	to	
Text	1	in	the	Resource	Pack.	It	was	drawn	by	a	township	teacher	who	wrote	the	following	to	explain	
her	drawing:	In	the	centre	is	a	grand	house	with	a	garden	in	which	two	people	sit	at	a	table;	high	
walls	surround	this	space.	Outside	the	walls	are	many	small	township	houses	and	community	spaces	
filled	with	life		(streets	in	which	children	play	and	adults	dance	to	music	from	a	radio,	a	soccer	
stadium	filled	with	spectators,	families	picnicking	in	a	park).			
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7.	Ask	learners	to	tell	you	any	words	or	phrases	with	which	they	are	unfamiliar	and	discuss	the	
meanings	of	these	with	them.	For	example,	they	may	not	be	familiar	with	‘elves’	–	small	creatures	
with	supposedly	magical	powers.	
	
8.	Ask	learners	to	quote	examples	of	the	following	literary	devices	used	in	the	poem:	
personification;	metaphor,	irony,	repetition;	simile.	You	may	need	to	first	revise	these	terms.	Here	
are	some	examples	of	each:	

o Personification:	My	apple	trees	will	never	get	across	and	eat	the	cones	under	his	pines	
(apple	trees	begin	given	a	human	or	animal	feature	–	walking,	eating)		

o Metaphor:	Some	boulders	are	loaves	and	some	nearly	balls	(stating	that	rocks	are	bread	or	
balls)	

o Metaphor:	Oh,	just	another	kind	of	outdoor	game	(stating	that	for	the	speaker	mending	the	
wall	is	a	game)	

o Metaphor:	Spring	is	the	mischief	in	me	(stating	that	for	the	speaker	Spring	time	is	mischief-
making	time)	

o Irony:	The	speaker	claims	to	be	against	the	wall	but	he	is	the	one	who	contacts	his	neighbour	
to	arrange	for	the	repairing	activity	to	be	done.	

o Simile:	like	an	old-stone	savage	(the	speaker	compares	his	neighbour	to	a	man	from	much	
earlier	times	–	the	Stone	Age	-	when	people	used	stones	for	tools)			

o Repetition:	Something	there	is	that	doesn’t	love	a	wall	(the	poet’s	main	idea	is	repeated	by	
the	speaker)	

o Style:	Informal	and	conversational	throughout	
	
NOTE:	There	are	other	examples	of	metaphor	and	personification	in	the	poem	
	
9.	Ask	learners	to	think	about	the	mood	and	the	theme	of	the	poem	and	to	suggest	what	music	or	
song(s)	could	be	used	to	accompany	a	reading	of	this	poem	or	to	illustrate	its	mood	/	theme.	
	
10.	Ask	learners	questions	about	the	poem.	These	should	include	questions	at	various	cognitive	
levels	such	as	:	
(i)			Literal:	Describe	exactly		what	the	speaker	and	his	neighbour	do	when	they	need	to	mend	the	
wall.			
(ii)		Reorganisation:	How	would	you	describe	the	character	of	the	speaker’s	neighbour?	
(iii)	Inference:	What	does	the	speaker	mean	when	he	says	‘My	apple	trees	will	never	get	across	/	And	
eat	the	cones	under	his	pines?			
(iv)	Evaluative:	Do	you	agree	or	disagree	with	the	poet	that	we	should	not	build	walls	–	literally	or	
figuratively	–	between	ourselves	and	others.	Give	a	reason	for	your	answer.					
OR		
	
ACTIVITY	4B	
Read	the	poem	The	Call	and	the	suggestions	for	teaching	activities	that	follow	it.	With	a	partner,	
discuss	which	of	these	activities	would	be	helpful	to	the	learners	whom	you	teach	and	why.	Rank	
the	activities	that	you	would	like	to	use	in	the	order	(sequence)	in	which	you	would	use	them.	
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The	Call	by	Jessie	Pope	
Who’s	for	the	trench	–	
Are	you,	my	laddie?	
Who’ll	follow	French	–		
Will	you,	my	laddie?	
Who’s	fretting	to	begin,	
Who’s	going	out	to	win?	
And	who	wants	to	save	his	skin	–	
Do	you,	my	laddie?	
	
Who’s	for	the	khaki	suit	–	
Are	you,	my	laddie?	
Who	longs	to	charge	and	shoot	–	
Do	you,	my	laddie?	
Who’s	keen	on	getting	fit,	
Who	means	to	show	his	grit,	
And	who’d	rather	wait	a	bit	–		
Would	you,	my	laddie?	
	
Who’ll	earn	the	Empire’s	thanks	–	
Will	you,	my	laddie?	
Who’ll	swell	the	victor’s	ranks	–	
Will	you,	my	laddie?	
When	that	procession	comes,		
Banners	and	rolling	drums	–		
Who’ll	stand	and	bite	his	thumbs	–		
Will	you,	my	laddie?	
	
Possible	teaching	and	learning	activities	
	
Pre-reading	activities	
1.	Provide	learners	with	some	background	information	about	the	poet	and	the	context	in	which	the	
poem	was	written.	Jessie	Pope	(1868-1941)	was	a	journalist	who	wrote	for	a	number	of	English	
newspapers	and	magazines.	During	the	First	World	War	(1914-1918)	she	wrote	several	poems	that	
have	been	described	as	‘patriotic	motivational	poems’	which	aimed	to	encourage	young	men	in	
Britain	and	in	the	colonies	of	the	British	Empire	to	join	the	British,	French	and	Russians	in	fighting	
against	the	Germans	and	their	allies	(Austria-Hungary	and	Turkey	were	the	main	ones).	Much	of	the	
fighting	took	place	in	France,	with	great	loss	of	life	on	both	sides.			
	
2.	Ask	learners	to	discuss	why	countries	go	to	war,	their	views	on	war,	etc.		
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While-reading	activity	
3.	(Before	the	first	lesson	on	the	poem,	practise	reading	it	aloud).	Then	read	it	to	learners,	asking	
them	to	follow	your	reading	in	their	copy	of	the	poem	and	to	note	any	questions	they	have	about	
words	meanings,	sense	of	the	poem.	
	
Post-reading	activities	
4.	Ask	learners	to	work	with	a	partner	to	make	a	list	of	all	the	reasons	the	poet	gives	for	why	young	
men	(‘laddies’)	should	go	to	war	and	then	to	decide	whether	they	agree	or	disagree	with	these	
reasons.	(Answer:	for	the	adventure,	to	get	fit,	to	show	their	courage,	to	have	an	opportunity	to	
‘charge’	the	enemy	and	shoot	a	gun,	to	earn	praise	from	the	British	Empire,	to	avoid	being	called	a	
coward.	Learners	could	give	several	reasons	for	agreeing	or	disagreeing.)		
	
5.	Ask	learners	whether	there	are	any	words	or	ideas	that	they	would	like	to	have	explained	to	them.	
For	example,	‘French’	in	line	3	is	the	surname	of	one	of	the	British	military	leaders	of	that	time.			
	
6.	Refer	to	Text	5	in	the	Resource	Pack.	This	poster	is	a	World	War	One	(1914-1918)	recruitment	
poster.	Ask	learners	to	answer	the	following	questions	on	it	(a	visual	literacy	exercise):	
(i)		Name	the	country	on	the	right	and	the	country	on	the	left.		(Answer:	right	is	France	where	the	
war	is	being	fought;	left	is	England)	
(ii)	The	man	in	uniform	is	from	the	country	on	the	left	but	he	is	fighting	against	the	Germans	in	the	
country	on	the	right.		How	would	you	describe	the	face	of	the	man	on	the	right?	(Answer:	His	eyes	
are	looking	directly	at	the	man	on	the	left	and	he	has	a	slight	smile	on	his	face,	probably	because	he	
is	trying	to	encourage	the	man	on	the	left	to	come	and	fight.)	What	does	the	posture	of	the	man	on	
the	left	suggest	about	his	likely	response	to	the	man	on	the	right?		(Answer:	He	is	standing	very	
straight	and	the	hand	at	his	back	suggests	that	he	may	pull	away	from	the	man	on	the	right	because	
he	does	not	want	to	join	the	army	and	fight.)		
(iii)	Suggest	why	the	words	at	the	bottom	are	in	dark	type,	upper	case	letters	and	large	font.	
(Answer:	These	words	are	meant	to	catch	the	eye	of	the	reader.)	
(iv)	Are	these	words	an	invitation	or	a	command?	Give	a	reason	for	your	answer.	(Answer:	They	are	
written	as	commands	or	directives	but	could	also	be	read	as	an	invitation	to	the	man	on	the	left	(and	
all	young	men	in	England)	to	enlist	in	the	army	and	help	to	win	the	war.)		
(v)	What	do	the	words	‘slip	across’	suggest	about	the	action	that	the	man	on	the	left	would	need	to	
take?	(Answer:	They	suggest	that	this	is	something	quite	easy	to	do.)					
	
7.	Discuss	the	structure,	rhyme	scheme	and	language	used	in	the	poem.	Rhetorical	questions	are	
asked	and	answered	by	the	poet.	In	each	stanza,	lines	2	and	4,	and	lines	5,	6	and	7	rhyme	with	each	
other	and	each	of	the	other	lines	ends	in	‘laddie’.		A	lad	is	a	young	man	and	a	laddie	is	a	very	young	
man.	The	cumulative	effect	of	all	of	the	above	is	to	give	the	poem	some	of	the	qualities	of	a	nursery	
rhyme,	even	though	the	subject	–	challenging	young	men	to	go	to	war	for	their	country	and	the	
other	countries	it	has	colonised	(the	Empire)	is	a	serious	one.				
8.	Ask	learners	some	questions	on	the	poem.	These	could	include	the	following:	
(i)	Suggest	why	the	poem	is	titled	The	Call.		(Answer:	The	poet	/	speaker	is	encouraging	young	men	
to	respond	to	her	call	to	fight	and	to	the	country’s	‘call	to	arms’.)		
(ii)	What	is	the	poet’s	/	speaker’s	purpose?		(Answer;	Her	purpose	is	to	get	young	men	to	join	the	
fight	–	either	by	encouraging	them	or	by	shaming	them.)	
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(iii)	How	does	she	try	to	persuade	young	men	to	join	up?		(Answer:	She	makes	war	sound	like	an	
adventure	that	they	will	enjoy	and	in	which	they	will	be	on	the	winning	side.	She	also	tries	to	make	
them	feel	ashamed	of	being	cowards	if	they	don’t	fight.)			
(iv)	Quote	lines	which	show	that	the	poet	/	speaker	is	convinced	that	the	British	will	win	the	war.	
(Answer:	‘Who’s	going	out	to	win?’		OR	‘Who’ll	swell	the	victor’s	ranks?’)	
(v)		On	a	scale	of	1	(not	liked	/	not	enjoyed	/	not	interested	in	or	moved	by)	to	5	(excellent	poem	/	
really	enjoyed	reading	it	/	found	it	very	interesting,	etc.)	what	rating	(a	number	between	1	and	5)	
would	you	give	it	and	why?			(This	is	an	appreciation	/	personal	response	question	for	which	the	
reason	given	for	the	rating	is	the	important	part	of	the	answer.)		
	
***************************************************************************	
	
Section	5:		Teaching	two	genres	of	writing:	a	personal	recount	featuring	
register,	style	and	voice	(Grade	10);	OR	directions	to	a	place	of	interest	
(Grade	11);	integrating	aspects	of			LSC	with	teaching	writing	(55	mins	–	40	mins	
for	the	activity	and	15	minutes	for	plenary	discussion	of	responses	to	the	questions	and	
tasks)			
	
While	it	is	important	for	learners	to	be	creative	and	to	develop	their	own	‘voice’	as	writers,	
many	FET	Phase	EFAL	learners	still	need	guidance.		Each	time	they	are	required	to	write	in	a	
new	genre,	it	is	a	good	idea	to	read	and	discuss	an	example	of	that	genre	with	them	before	
they	begin	drafting	their	own	writing.		The	language	textbooks	usually	include	such	an	
example,	but	if	the	class	does	not	have	textbooks,	you	can	either	find	an	example	from	the	
textbooks	you	have	or	find	an	example	from	your	own	reading.	Ideally,	there	should	be	
enough	copies	of	the	example	for	learners	to	be	able	to	see	a	copy	(e.g.	one	copy	shared	
among	three)	but	if	this	is	not	possible,	then	write	the	example	text	on	the	chalkboard	prior	
to	the	start	of	the	lesson.	
	
An	example	of	a	text	that	could	be	used	for	discussing	‘register,	style	and	voice	in	personal	
recount’	(Grade	10,	Weeks	15-16)	is	an	extract	from	Chris	van	Wyk’s	memoir	Shirley,	
Goodness	and	Mercy.			
	
ACTIVITY	5A:	Register,	style	and	voice:	Teaching	learners	to	write	a	personal	recount,	
based	on	an	extract	from	Shirley,	Goodness	and	Mercy.			
	
Read	the	extract	and	then	discuss	the	five	questions	below	it	with	a	partner.	Your	answers	to	
questions	(i)	to	(v)	could	become	part	of	your	preparation	for	planning	and	pre-writing	activities	
with	learners.	
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An	extract	from	Shirley,	Goodness	and	Mercy	
(Background	information:	In	response	to	his	mother’s	question	about	school,	the	author	narrates	
how	he	recites	Psalm	23	for	her.	His	mother’s	first	name	is	Shirley.)	
	
I	had	expected	some	kind	of	approval,	but	nothing	quite	like	this.	David,	Mrs	Abrahams	had	told	us,	
sang	these	psalms	to	God	to	the	accompaniment	of	a	harp.	Well	here	I	am	doing	a	rendition	without	
music	and	Ma	is	bowled	over.							
	
So	bowled	over	in	fact	that	when	my	father	comes	home	from	work,	she	makes	me	recite	it	all	over	
again	for	him.	I	duly	deliver,	with	much	the	same	gusto	as	before	–	with	the	same	effect.	Ma	smiles	
and	bursts	into	laughter.	Dad	laughs	too	in	the	end	and	tells	me	that	I	am	one	‘helluva	clever	laaitie.’			
	
My	reputation	as	a	reciter	of	Psalm	23	grows	with	every	delivery.	To	quote	another	psalm	from	the	
good	David,	‘I	make	a	joyful	noise’	–	or	at	least	cause	one	–	whenever	an	uncle,	aunt	or	neighbour	
comes	visiting.	
	
Then,	one	day,	I	discover	the	reason	why	I	am	causing	so	much	laughter.	My	delivery	is	word-perfect	
–	except	when	I	come	to	the	end	where,	instead	of:	‘surely	goodness	and	mercy	shall	follow	me	all	
the	days	of	my	life’	I	am	going	for	‘Shirley,	Goodness	and	Mercy	…’				
	
Questions	based	on	the	extract	
(i)	Register	can	be	defined	as	a	variety	of	language	used	for	a	particular	purpose	in	a	particular	social	
setting,	usually	varying	between	formal	and	informal.			How	would	you	describe	the	register	in	this	
extract?	
	
(ii)	Style	can	be	defined	as	the	choices	a	writer	makes	in	terms	of	vocabulary,	syntax	and	tone.										
How	would	you	describe	the	author’s	style?	
	
(iii)	Voice	can	be	defined	as	an	author’s	unique	style	which	expresses	his	or	her	attitude,	personality	
or	character.		What	observation	could	you	make	to	learners	about	‘voice’	in	this	extract?	
(iv)	Recounts	are	more	usually	written	in	the	past	tense.	Suggest	why	this	one	is	written	mainly	in	
the	present	tense.			(This	provides	an	opportunity	for	revising	tenses	with	learners.)	
	
	(v)	In	preparation	for	their	own	writing	of	a	personal	recount,	what	features	of	the	extract	would	
you	bring	to	learners’	attention?		For	example,	there	is	quite	a	lot	of	correctly	punctuated	direct	
speech	in	this	recount.	Direct	or	reported	speech	are	included	in	some	but	not	all	personal	recounts	
and	just	as	recounts	are	more	often	written	in	the	past	than	in	the	present	tense,	where	speech	is	
included,	it	is	more	often	reported	than	direct	speech.	(Discussion	of	the	ways	in	which	the	writer	
uses	language	provides	an	opportunity	for	doing	some	work	on	LSC.)		
	
Drafting		
While	learners	are	writing	their	first	draft,	discuss	with	a	partner	what	you	would	remind	them	to	do	
while	they	are	working	on	their	draft.			
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Revising,	editing,	proofreading	and	presenting	
With	a	partner	discuss	what	you	would	ask	learners	to	focus	on	when	revising,	editing	and	
proofreading	their	work.	Also	discuss	how	they	could	present	their	recounts	to	the	class.			

	
OR	
	

ACTIVITY	5B	–	Write	directions	to	a	place	of	interest	
With	a	partner,	read	the	example	below	of	the	process	that	could	be	followed	in	assisting	
learners	to	write	these	directions	and	then	comment	on	the	strengths	and	limitations	of	
this	example	(pre-writing;	planning	and	drafting;	revising,	editing,	proofreading	and	
presenting)	
	
Pre-writing		
Read	the	class	a	set	of	directions	to	a	place	of	interest.	Either	choose	your	own	or	use	this	example	
of	directions	to	the	Kliptown	Youth	Centre.	Many	local	and	international	visitors	to	Johannesburg	
like	to	visit	this	centre.	Note	that	these	directions	are	a	bit	longer	than	those	that	learners	are	
required	to	write.		
	
Directions to the Kliptown Youth Project 
After taking the M1 South from the city, take the Bloemfontein road, passing Gold Reef City 
on the right. Continue until you have passed South Gate shopping mall on the left. Then take 
the Soweto off-ramp and turn right at a T-junction into Chris Hani Road (Previously Old 
Potch Rd).  Pass a hospital on the left, the old Orlando Power station cooling towers on the 
right, the Soweto campus of the University of Johannesburg on the left and the Maponya 
Mall on the right. Go over a bridge and turn left at the traffic lights into Klipspruit Valley road. 
Turn right at the traffic circle with new housing apartments, cross over a  bridge and turn 
right when you see the Kliptown informal settlement on the left and a recycling yard on the 
right. Continue up to a T-junction, turn right, with a rail line on the left and keep travelling until 
you see a formal building  with a turquoise roof (SKY youth centre). Turn right immediately 
before this building down a track until you see the walled Kliptown Youth Centre on your left 
after approximately 200 metres. 

 
Ask	the	class	what	they	notice	about	these	directions.	Then	ask	them	to	think	of	a	place	near	your	
school	(up	to	a	few	kilometres	away)	that	people	enjoy	visiting.	It	could	be	a	kopje,	a	lake	or	dam,	a	
monument,	a	stadium,	a	shopping	mall,	a	craft		market	(and	there	are	many	other	possibilities).	Next	
ask	learners	to	think	about	how	they	would	give	clear	directions	to	a	person	who	arrived	at	your	
school	to	ask	for	directions	to	this	place.		
	
Planning	and	drafting		
	
For	planning,	ask	learners	to	write	key	words	and	phrases	and	to	organise	these	into	the	correct	
sequence.	For	example,	turn	right	out	front	gate,	walk	20	metres	…	They	may	also	find	it	helpful	to	
make	a	sketch	of	the	route	before	they	write	their	description.	
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For	writing	a	full	draft,	ask	learners	to	write	their	directions	in	full	sentences,	remembering	to	use:	
• commands	
• direction	words	
• distance	estimates	
• exact	descriptions	
• landmarks	to	look	out	for	
• signboards	to	notice			

Note	that	they	are	expected	to	write	a	total	of	80	words.	
	
Revising,	editing,	proofreading	and	presenting	
Ask	learners	to	work	in	small	groups	to	read	their	directions	to	each	other,	to	comment	on	what	
they	think	is	well	done	and	to	suggest	improvements.	Each	learner	then	writes	a	final	set	of	
directions,	taking	note	of	the	feedback	from	fellow	learners.	The	final	versions	of	the	directions	
could	be	read	out	in	class	or	taken	outside	and	checked	out	on	a	class	walk	to	the	local	place	of	
interest.			
	
***************************************************************************	
	
Section	6:	Reflecting	on	teaching	a	balanced	EFAL	curriculum	(20	mins)	
The	CAPS,	the	ATPs,	the	Trackers	and	the	FET	examination	papers	all	indicate	the	need	for	
teachers	to	give	attention	to	the	knowledge	and	skills	associated	with	each	component	of	
the	curriculum.				
	
ACTIVITY	6	
Read	the	summary	of	components	of	Papers	1-4	and	the	mark	allocations	for	each.	With	a	
partner,	discuss	which	components	you	spend	most	time	on	and	why,	and	whether	you	
think	there	could	be	advantages	to	learners	in	reallocating	teaching	time	to	some	of	the	
components.		
	
Paper	One:	80	marks																																																																	Paper	Two	(70	marks)	
Comprehension		(30)																																																																		2	x	35	mark	contextual	questions	(70)		
Summary	(10)	
LSC	in	context	(40)																																																																							Paper	Four	(50	marks)		
																																																																																																								Prepared	speech	(20)	
Paper	3	100	marks																																																																						Prepared	reading	aloud/	unprepared	
Essay	(50)	speech/	informal	speaking	in	a	group	(20)	
Longer	transactional	text	(30)	
Shorter	transaction	text	(20)	

	
***************************************************************************	
	
Section	7.		Reflections	on	the	workshop	and	suggestions	for	future	
workshops	(15	m)	


